Listening Picture Check Sheet &
Listening Picture Prompts

The Listening Check sheets are to help children on the autism to focus on various components of listening. They can be printed out in either color or black and white. For suggestions on various uses of the sheets, please follow this link to the website: http://bit.ly/10q2skT

The Picture Prompts can be used as hand-held lesson guides or as panels to display on a wall (as shown below). For more information on the Listening Picture Prompts, go to: http://bit.ly/10q2skT

Created by Joel Shaul, LCSW

Joel Shaul provides workshops nationwide on the topic of social and communication skills for children on the autism spectrum. To learn more: http://bit.ly/zGDQCi
To listen well,

hear all the words.
To listen well,
look towards the person.
To listen well,

turn off other thoughts.
To listen well,

*ask and find out more.*